Abstract, In this paper, we study the problem of implementing standard data structures on a hypercube multiprocessor. We present a technique for efficiently executing multiple independant search processes on a class of graphs called ordered h-level graphs. We show how this technique can be utilized to implement a segment tree on a hypercube, thereby obtainig O(logZn) time algorithms for sotving the next element search problem, the trapezoidal decomposition probtem, the triangulation problem, and the (multiple) planar point location problem.
INTRODUCTION
One of the main differences, besides the difference in communication delay, between the paratlel random access machine (CREW-PRAM) and the hypercube processor network is that the PRAM has one large (shared) memory similar to a standard sequential computer, whereas the hypercube has its memory divided into pieces of constant size and distributed over the network.
The fact that the PRAM memory resembles the structure of the standard sequential machine memory has been extensively used for the design of efficient PRAM algorithms. It allows the implemention, on a PRAM, of well established data structures like, e.g., segment trees [ACG] , [ACGD] , [G] or subdivision hierarchies [DK] . Once such a data structure has been built, each processor can search in it, independently of the others, in the standard manner.
In this paper, we show that a similar paradigm can also be used for a hypercube multiprocessor of size N; i.e., a set of N processors PE(i), 0_<i_<N-1, where two processors PE(i) and PE(j) are connected by a communication link if the binary representations of i and j differ in exactly one bit.
We define a class of graphs called ordered h-level graphs which includes most of the standard data structures (in particular, all k-nary search trees for k=O(1)) and show that for such a graph with n nodes stored on a hypercube multiprocessor, O(n) search processes can be efficiently executed independantly and in parallel.
We apply this method to implement a segment tree [BW] , [M] , [PS] for next element search on a hypercube. Since the total length of all lists attached to the nodes of a segment tree (for n segments) is O(n log n), we can not construct the entire segment tree before starting the search processes (as in [ACG] , [ACGD] , [G] ), since this would require a hypercube of size n log n. Instead, we first build the segment tree without the node lists, and then show how during the execution of the search processes these lists can be dynamically created only for those nodes currently visited by the search queries (thus, not exceeding a total length of O(n)).
Our approach provides O(Iog2n) time hypercube algorithms for the next element search problem, the trapezoidal map construction problem, the triangulation problem, and the planar (multiple) point location problem.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define ordered h-level graphs and the associated m-way search problem, and also review some standard data movement operations. In Section 3, we present an efficient hypercube algorithm for m-way search on ordered h-level graphs and, in Section
Research partially supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada under Grant A9173. 4, we show how to use this method to implement a segment tree for next element search on a hypercube. Finally, in Section 5, we describe how this algorithm can be used to obtain efficient hypercube algorithms for the other geometric problems listed above.
DEFINITIONS AND BASIC HYPERCUBE OPERATIONS
in this section, we will first define ordered h-level graphs and the associated m-way search problem. Then, some basic standard hypercube data movement operations are reviewed, as these operations will be used in the remainder of this paper.
ORDERED H-LEVEL GRAPHS
Assume we are given a directed graph G=(V,E) with vertex set V and edge set E. An ordered hpartitioning of G is a partitioning of V into an ordered sequence of h disjoint sets L1 ..... Lh together with an ordering of the elements in each subset Li (1 _< i _< h).
For every ordered h-partitioning of G we define, for every v e V, three numbers Level(v) , Levelindex(v) and Index(v) as follows:
• Level(v) = i if and only ifv e Li, • Levelindex(v) is the rank of v with respect to the ordering of the vertices in LLevel(v), and
A directed acyclic graph G = (V,E) is called an ordered h-level grsph if it has the following properties (see Figure 1 for an illustration):
( 1 ) There exists a constant k = 0(1) such that every node of G has an out-degree of at most k. We observe that ordered h-level graphs are acyclic and planar, and that any k-nary tree (k=O(1)) is an ordered h-level graph.
THE M-WAY SEARCH PROBLEM FOR ORDERED H-LEVEL GRAPHS
Let G = (V=LI~J...~JLh, E) be an ordered h-level graph (with maximum out-degree k), and let U is a universe of possible search queries on G.
A search oath for a query q e U is a sequence path(q)=(Vl ..... Vh) of h vertices of G defined by a succes~(2r function f: (V ~J {start}) x U ~ N (i.e., a function with the property that f(start,q) e L1 and for every vertex ve V, (v,f(v,q) ) e E) as follows:
• Index(v1) = f(start, q) • Index(vi+l) = f(vi, q), l<_i<h. We also define an associated successor rank function g: (V u {start}) x U ~ {t ..... k} as follows:
• g(start, q) is the rank of f(start, q) in the set {Index(v)l v E L1}, and • g(vi, q) is the rank of f(v i, q) in the set {Index(w)l (vi,w) e E}, l<_i<k.
For example, if G is a binary search tree then, for every query q, f(start,q) is the root of the tree; for every node v, g(v,q)e {1,2} indicates whether the left or right child is to be visited next and f(v,q) is the index of (or pointer to) that child.
Given an ordered h-level graph G with n nodes stored in a hypercube multiprocessor such that the node v with Index(v)=i is stored in processor PE(i), then a ~Q~rch orocess for a query q with search path (Vl ..... Vh) is a process divided into h time steps tl<12<.-<th such that at time ti, l<i_<h, there exists a processor which contains a description of both, the query q and the node vi. Note, however, that we do not assume that the search path is given in advance; we assume that it is constructed during the search by successive applications of the functions f and g. Given an ordered h-level graph G with n nodes and a set Q = {ql ..... qm} ~. U of m queries, m=O(n), then the m-w~v $~arch oroble~, consists of executing (in parallel) all m search processes induced by the m queries.
BASIC HYPERCUBE OPERATIONS
The m-way search algorithm described in the next section uses slightly generalized versions of eight well-defined hypercube data movement operations; in addition to those registers listed below, their implemenation requires a constant number of auxiliary registers. In the following, for every register A available at every processor, A(i) refers to register A at processor PE(i). Route ([Regl(i) 
Every processor PE(i) has z=O(1) data registers Regl(i) ..... Regz(i), a destination register Dest(i), and a boolean condition register CondO). It is assumed that the destinations Dest(i) are monotonic; i.e., if i<j then Dest(i)<Dest(j). This operation routes, for every processor PE(i) with Cond(i) = true, all registers Regl(i) .... ,Regz(i ) to processor PE(Dest(i)); it can be implemented with an O(Iog N) time complexity by using a Concentrate operation followed by a Distribute operation described in [NS] .
RouteAndCopy ([Regl(i) 
Under the same assumptions as for the Route operation, this operation routes, for every processor PE(i) with CondO) = true, a copy of registers Regl(i) ..... Regt(i) to processors PE(Dest(i -1) + 1) ..... PE(Dest(i)), each; it can be implemented with an O(Iog(N)) time complexity by using a Concentrate followed by a Generalize operation described in [NS] .
Reverse ([Regl(i) ..... Regz(i) ],Start, End): This operation routes for every PE(i) with Start _< i _< End, its registers Regl(i) ..... Regz(i), z=O(1), to PE(Start + End -i); i.e., it reverses the contents of those registers for the sequence of processors between PE(Start) and PE(End). Reversing, in the entire hypercube, a sequence of n values (each stored in one processor) corresponds to routing each value stored at processor PE(i) to processor PE(i'), where i' is obtained from i by inverting all bits in its binary representation. Hence, this operation can be implemented in time log(n) similarly to the Concentrate/Distribute operation described in [NS] .
BitonicMerge ([Regl(i) Key(i) , Left, Peak, Right) " This operation is the well known bitonic merge [B] . It converts in time O(Iog N) a bitonic sequence (with respect to register Key(i)) into a sorted sequence; it simultaneously permutes the registers Regl(i) ..... Regt(i) (z=O(1)). Here, we apply it to a particular bitonic sequence consisting of an increasing sequence starting at PE(Left) and ending at PE(Peak) followed by a decreasing sequence starting at PE(Peak+l) and ending at PE(Right).
Sort ([Regl(i) , where iVI = n, and such that every node has an out-degree of at most k=O(1) and can be stored using O (1) space. For the remainder, s denotes the number of sources of G (i.e., the number of ve V with Level(v)=1).
Furthermore, let U be a universe of search queries, each of which can also be stored using O(1) space, and let f: (V • {start}) x U ~ N and g: (V u {start}) x U ~ {1 ..... k} be the successor function and successor rank function, respectively, describing the search path in G associated with every search query. We assume that f(x,q) and g(x,q) can be computed in constant time for any xeV ~start}, qe U.
In this section, we consider the problem of solving, on a hypercube multiprocessor, the m-way search problem for a set Q={ql ..... qm} £ U of m queries. We present an O(min{s log N, Iog2N} + h tog N) time algorithm for solving the m-way search problem on a hypercube of size N, where N=max{n,m}.
For the remainder we assume, w.l.o.g., that n=m=N=2d; all results obtained can be easily generalized, in the following Section 3.1 we give an overview of the algorithm, including the assumed initial configuration of the hypercube, and how the result, i.e. the m-way search, is reported. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we will then present the details of the algorithm. Section 3.4 summarizes the Pesults.
ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
The graph G is assumed to be stored in the hypercube such that each vertex v with lndex(v)=i is stored in register v(i) of processor PE(i); register v(i) contains fields v.data(i), v.Level(i), v.Levelindex(i), and v.lndex(i), storing a constant amount of data associated with vertex v, its level, ievelindex and index, respectively. The edges of G are stored as adjacency lists. That is, for every vertex v stored in register v(i), the indices of the at most k successors of v (i.e.; the indices of the vertices w such that (v,w)e E) are stored in the fields v.successorl(i) ..... v.successork(i), respectively; see Figure 2 .
The set Q={ql ..... qm} of m queries is stored in arbitrary order, and such that every processor PE(i) stores one query in its register q(i). Figure 2 shows the set of registers necessary at every processor PE(i). In addition to the registers v(i) and q{i) mentioned above, the algorithm assumes that every processor also has a register v'(i) to store another vertex of G as well as other auxiliary registers which will be described later.
The original set of vertices.
~> v'(i)
f A query and some auxiliar copies. The index of the next vertex in path(q(i)), and aux. copies. The successor rank of the next vertex in path(q(i)).
~ Auxi l i ary registers. The global structure of the m-way search algorithm is described in Figure 3 . The m search processes for all m queries ql ..... qm are executed in h phases; each phase moves all queries one step ahead in their search paths.
Procedure M-Way-Search: (I) Phase1 {Match every query with the 1 st node in its search path.} (2) For x := 2 to h do (3)
Phasex {Match every query with the x th node in its search path.} Figure 3 : Global Structure of the M-Way-Search Algorithm
The algorithm permutes the queries (in registers q(i)) and copies some nodes into the registers v'(i) such that at the end of phase x (l_<x_<h):
• all queries are sorted with respect to the index of the x th node in their search path, and • each processor PE(i) containing a query q in its register q(i), contains in its register v'(i) a copy of the x th node in the search path of q (this is called a match of q and the x th node in its search path). A typical situation at the end of a phase is depicted in the following Figure 4 ; each vertical column represents the registers q(0 and v'(i) of a processor PE(i).
vLData(i) vl q7 q15 qt q4 q6 q8 q9 q12 q14 q16 q2 q3 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 vl vl v2 v2 v2 v2 v2 v2 v2 v2 v3 v3 In the following Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we will describe the details of Phase t and Phase x (2_<x<h), respectively. The first phase is different from the remaining phases. When ordering the queries with respect to the index of the first node in their search path, the first phase has to start with an arbitrary permutation of the queries, whereas each subsequent phase will utilize the ordering of the previous phase (in order to improve the time complexity of the algorithm).
PHASE 1 OF THE M-WAY SEARCH ALGORITHM
An outline of Phase 1 is given in Figure 5 . The algorithm consists of four basic steps. First, every processor PE(i) calculates the index of the first node in the search path of its query q(i), and stores this value in an auxiliary register N(i). Then, in Step 2, the number of sources is calculated (here represented by a variable s). In Step 3, the queries are sorted by the index of the first node in the search path, i.e. N(i); this ordering is performed in one of two possible ways depending on the number of sources.
If s>log(N) then bitonic sorting [B] is used; if s<log(N), a procedure called SortBySourcelndex is used which sorts the queries in O(s log N) time and will be described below. Note that in many application s is a constant (e.g. for search trees) and, thus, the sorting step is performed in time O(Iog N).
Finally, in
Step 4, the source nodes are copied to the queries for which they are the first node in their search path. Because of the ordering of the queries, this step can be performed in O(Iog(N)) time using a procedure MoveVerticesToQueries which will also be described below. Figure 5 . Outline of Phase 1.
We first discuss the details of Procedure SortBySourcelndex; see Figure 6a . The procedure uses a register Shift(i) at each processor which stores the number of queries that have already been sorted. In Step 1, all registers Shift(i) are initialized to 0. Then, Steps 3 to 8 are executed for each source of the graph. In each iteration, the queries q(i) that need to be matched with that source [as well as the associated source indices N(i)] are copied into registers q'(i) [N'(i)] of the same processors, concentrated (Steps 3 and 4), and then appended at the end of the sequence of queries ordered so far (Steps 5 and 6); finally the registers Shift(i) are updated (Steps 7 and 8). These steps produce, in the registers q"(i), the correct permutation of the queries, which are then copied back into the registers q( Once the queries have been sorted by the index of the first vertex in their search path, the matching process between each query and the first node in its search path can be performed in time O(Iog N) using the procedure MoveVerticesToQueries described in Figure 6b . The parameter CurrentLevel (which is one for all sources) denotes the level of the nodes to which the queries are to be routed (i.e., to be matched with). The idea is to identify for each node, the largest address of a query to be matched with that node (Steps 1 to 5), and then use the procedure RouteAndCopy to broadcast each node to the block of queries to be matched with (Steps 6 and 7). The time complexity of this process is O(Iog N).
PHASE x (2_<x_<h) OF THE M-WAY SEARCH ALGORITHM
As indicated in Section 3.1, the purpose of each subsequent phase is to advance, in time O(Iog N) all queries by one step in their search path. After Phase x-1 has been completed, all queries are sorted with respect to the index of the (x-1)th node in their search path, and each processor PE(i) contains a query q in its register q(i) together with a copy of the (x-l) th node in the search path of q in its register v'(i). The desired effect of Phase x is to have all queries sorted with respect to the index of the x th node in their search path, and have each processor PE(i) contain, in its register v'(i), a copy of the x th node in the search path of the query q(i). An outline of the algorithm for Phase x is given in Figure 7 . First (in Step t), every PE(i) computes for the query currently stored in its register q(i) the index of the next node in its search path as well as the successor rank of that node (see Section 2.2) and stores these two numbers in the auxiliary registers N(i) and G(i), respectively. ]n Step 2, all queries are sorted by the index of the next node in their search paths.
This sorting operation is performed by a procedure OrderQueriesByNextVertex in time O(Iog N) by using the properties of the previous permutation of the queries. Once this ordering has been obtained, the nodes can be matched with the queries in time O(log N) in the same way as described in Section 3.2+ What remains to be discussed are the details of procedure OrderQueriesByNextVertex. This procedure, which is described in Figure 8 , creates in time O(Iog N) the new ordering of the queries with respect to the indices of the next nodes in the search paths.
Consider all edges (v,w) and (v',w') where Level(v)=Level(v')=x-1 and w and w' have the same successor rank. If Index(v) < Index(v') then Index(w) _< Index(w'). Therefore, the subsequence of queries for which the successor rank of the next vertex in their search path has the same value r is already sorted with respect to the index of the next vertex. Furthermore notice that, since each node has an outdegree of at most k, there are at most k=O(1) such subsequences. The idea for creating, in time O(k log N)=O(Iog N), the new ordering of the queries is therefore to extract these k ordered subsequences and merge them in k bitonic merge steps. The details are shown in Figure 8 : for each of the k possible successor ranks, the respective subsequence of queries is extracted (Steps 4 and 5), inverted (Step 9), appended to the sequence of queries already ordered (Steps 10 and 11), and finally the so created bitonic sequence is converted into a sorted seeluence (Step 12). 
SUMMARY
We obtain the following
Theorem 1. The m-way search problem for an ordered h-level graph with n nodes and s sources can be solved on a hypercube multiprocessor of size N, N=max{n,m}, in time O(min{s log N, Iog2N} + h log N).
The algorithm presented in Sections &t to 3.3 has the additional property that it consists of h phases such that at the end of phase x (l_<x<h) all queries are sorted with respect to the index of the x th node in their search path, and each processor PE(i) contains in its register v'(i) a copy of the x th node in the search path of the query currently stored in its register q(i).
A HYPERCUBE IMPLEMENTATION OF A SEGMENT TREE FOR NEXT ELEMENT SEARCH
We will now apply the results obtained in Section 3 and present an efficient parallel implementation, for the hypercube multiprocessor, of a well known data structure: the segment tree [BW] . The segment tree is a widely used structure which has for example been used to obtain efficient implementations of plane sweep algorithms in computational geometry [BW] , [M] , [PS] . Here, we consider an application of the segment tree to the next element search problem.
In the following, we will first review the definition of the next element search problem as well as the definition and some basic properties of segment trees. We will then show how to implement a segement tree on a hypercube multiprocessor, using the parallel m-way search algorithm for ordered h-level graphs, and obtain an efficient solution for the next element search problem.
The next element search problem is a well known problem in computational geometry. Given a set S of n non intersecting line segments Ii ..... In and a direction Dnext (without loss of generality we will assume that Dnext is the direction of the positive Y-axis), the next element search problem consists of finding for each point Pi of a set of m query points Pl ..... Pm the line segment Ij first intersected by the ray starting at Pi in direction Dnext (m=O(n)), as illustrated in Figure 9 . Levetindex(v) is the rank of v in {v'lLevel(v')=Level(v)} with respect to the ordering of these nodes by increasing x-coordinate of xrange(v'), and Index(v) is defined by the above as described in Section 2.1.
A segement tree T(S) is an ordered h-level graph where h is the height of T(S). For any node v, Level(v) is the height of v in T(S),
For every query point p, we define path(p) to be the path in T(S) from the root to the leaf v such that p(X)e xrange(v). In order to solve the next element search problem, each query point p is routed along path(p). At every node v on the path, the next element of p in NL(v) is determined (this process will be referred to as locating p in NL(v)). For each query point, the final result to be reported is obtained by maintaining, throughout the process, the closest next element found so far. The routing of all query points along their paths can be implemented in time O(log2N) using the m-way search algorithm of Section 3. What remains to be described is how to build the node lists NL(v) and how to locate the query points in the node lists on their paths.
Note that each line segment can occur in O(log n) node lists and, thus, the sum of the lengths of aft node lists is O(n log n) [M] . Hence, storing the segment tree with all its node lists in a hypercube multiprocessor would require O(n log n) processors.
Fortunately, the sum of the lengths of the node lists of all nodes with the same level (height) is O(n). Hence, the strategy for solving the next element search problem will be to first construct the segment tree without its node lists (which is trivial) and, while the query points are routed through the tree only the node lists at the level currently reached by the query points are constructed.
For a segment I e S with I(x) = [a,b] we define I-path(I) to be the path from the root of T(S) to the leaf v of T(S) with ae xrange(v). Likewise we define r-path(I) to be the path from the root of T(S) to the leaf v of T(S) with be xrange(v). We observe that, if a line segement I is contained in a node list NL(v), then exactly one of the following four cases applies:
( 1 ) v e I-path(I) ( 2 ) v is the right child of a node v' c I-path(I) (3) v c r-path(I) ( 4 ) v is the left child of a node v' ~ r-path(I) We define NLr(v), r e {1,2,3,4}, be the set of all I E NL(v) for which case r applies.
The algorithm for solving the next element search problem consists of four parts. In Part r, 1<r<4, all query points are routed along their paths in T(S). When they arrive at a level i, l_<i_<h, the node list NLr(v) of all nodes v at level i are created and each query point is located in the node list NLr(v ) of the node v to which it was routed. At the end of Part 4, for every query point four partial results (i.e., next elements with respect to partial node lists) have been obtained; the final result can then be computed in O(1) time by comparing these four partial results.
In the remainder, we will show how to execute Parts 1 and 2 of the algorithm; Parts 3 and 4 follow by symmetry. We assume a hypercube of size N=max{n,m} where initially every processor stores one line segment and one query point; w.l.o.g., m=n=N=2 d.
We first show Part 1 of the algorithm. There are two problems to be solved: ( 1 ) how to create the node list NLI(V) for all nodes v with Level(v)=i at the time when the query points arrive at these nodes, and ( 2 ) how to locate the query points in these node lists.
The first problem is solved by increasing the set of queries for the m-way search to Q•S, where every query point pe Q is again routed along path(p) and every segment le S is routed along I-path(I). When applying the m-way search algorithm of Section 3 to the tree T(S) for this increased set of queries, every query point pe Q reaches a node v on path(p) in the same phase as all line segments le S with leNLl(V). Thus, at the end of Phase i, l___i_<h, for every node v with Level(v)=i there exists a block of consecutively numbered processors containing all peQ for which v is the i th node in path(p) and all line segements seNL1(v).
What remains to be shown is how to solve the second problem; Le., how to locate for each level of nodes all queries in the respective node lists. In order to obtain a O(log 2N) time complexity for the entire algorithm, this operation must be executed in time O(log N) for each level. We observe that the m-way search algorithm of Section 3 applied to a segment tree T(S) is stable in the following sense: if two queries ql and q2 (either points or line segments) are initially stored in processors PE(jl) and PE(j2) with Jl<j2, and the ith node in path(q1) is the same as the i th node in path(q2), then at the end of Phase i the queries ql and q2 are stored in two processors PE(jl') and PE(j2') with Jl'< J2'. Therefore, we initially sort all query points by their y-coordinates and all line segments by the ycoordinates of their left endpoints. Then, at the end of each Phase i all query points and line segements, respectively, which were routed to a node v are ordered by y-coordinate, Note that for each such point p and line segement I, p(X) c xrange(v) and I(x) c xrange(v), and that no two line segments intersect. Consider the total ordering of all line segements and points routed to v obtained by comparing line segements by the y-coordinate of their left endpoint, points by their y-coordinate, and lines vs. points by the obvious above/below relation. For every query point, its next element in NLI(v) is the next }ine segment in this ordering. Furthermore, this total ordering can be obtained by simply merging the already available sorted sequence of points and line segements, respectively, that were routed to node V.
For all nodes v with Level(v)=i, these merges can be executed in parallel by applying one bitonic merge procedure with the levelindex of the respective node as the major and the rank in the respective sequence as the minor key of each point or line segement.
Summarizing, we obtain Lemma 1. We now turn to Part 2 of the algorithm; i.e., locating each query point p in the node lists NL2(v) of all nodes in path(p). As in Part 1, each line segement I in a node list NL2(v) still has the property that xrange(v) c I(X), but in contrast to the former case a total ordering of the line segements in NL2(v ) and points routed to v can not be obtained by using the sorted order of the left (or right) endpoints of the segments.
Let v [i,j] From the above definitions it follows that if a segment le S is in a node iist NL2(v) then v is a node in I-path'(I).
We also observe that if I-path'(I)=(wl ..... Wh) and I~ NL2(wi), then I~ NL2(wj) for all j_>i. Thus, for three nodes w0, Wl, and w 2 in T'(S) such that (Wl,W0)e Es' and (w2,w0)e Es' it follows that NL2(wo) ~. NL2(wl)~ NL2(w2). Let xrange(w0)=[a,b ) and consider the ordering of NL2(w0) obtained by sorting the line segments by the y-coordinate of their intersection with the line x=a. We observe that this ordering can be constructed from the analogous orderings of NL2(wl) and NL2(w2) by eliminating from these sequences the elements not contained in NL2(w0) and merging the so obtained subsequences.
The idea for Part 2 of the algorithm is to route all query points p along path'(p) and all iine segements along l-path'(I). Since G is an ordered h-level graph with O(n) sources, this can be implemented in time O(Iog2N) using the m-way search procedure of Section 3. it is easy to see that during this search, it is possible to delete some line segments (i.e., eliminate them from further consideration) in any phase of the m-way search algorithm without changing the time complexity, fn this particular case, we delete a line segment loS if it has been routed to some node v with I ~ NL2(v).
At the end of Phase i, l_<i_<h, for each node w 0 in G with Level(w0)=h-i+l there exists a consecutive sequence of processors containing all query points p such that w0 is the i th node in path'(p) and all line segments le NL2(w0). In Phase i-1, these line segments have been routed to at most two different nodes Wl and w2. If NL2(wl) and NL2(w2) where previously ordered as described above, then the same ordering for NL2(wo) can be obtained by extracting the two subsequences of segments previously routed to NL2(wl) and NL2(w2), respectively, and merging these subsequences using a bitonic merge. Since only two tine segements (could be ordered in constant time) where initially routed to every source of T'(S), the orderings of all lists NL2(v) can be maintained through all phases with an overhead of O(Iog N) steps per phase.
Similarly, every query point p is routed along its path'(p), and such that at every level of T(S), the queries routed to each node of that level are ordered with respect to their y-coordinate.
Hence, at the end of each phase i, l<i_<h, we are now in the same situation as in Part 1 of the algorithm; i.e., the line segments and queries which were routed to each node v at level i are ordered such that the next element search problem for each query (with respect to these line segments) can be solved by merging the two ordered sequences (of line segements and query points, respectively) using a bitonic merge procedure. 
APPLICATIONS
Consider a subdivision of the plane consisting of n edges, and a set of O(n) query points. The (multiple) planar subdivision search problem consists of identifying for each query point p the face of the subdivision containing p [DK]. Goodrich [G] presented an O(IoQ__n) time solution of this problem for a PRAM with n processors (and O(n log n) memory space); an O('~n) time algorithm for the "J n x mesh-of-processors is described in [JL] . The (multiple) planar subdivision search problem can obviously be reduced to the next element search problem. Hence, as a consequence of Theorem 2, we obtain Corollary 1. The (multiple) planar subdivision search problem for a subdivision with n edges, and O(n) query points, can be solved on a hypercube of size n fn time O(Iog2n).
Theorem 2 also implies an efficient hypercube solution for another fundamental geometric problem: the construction of the .traoezoidal ~
[TW]. Given a set S of n disjoint line segments in the plane; for any endpoint p of a segment in S, the trapezoidal segments for p are the (at most two) line segments first intersected by the rays emanating from p in direction of the positive and negative y-axis, respectively. The construction of the trapezoidal map consists of finding for each endpoint of the segments in S its trapezoidal segments.
This problem is fundamental in computational geometry and is frequently used to solve other geometric problems; see e.g. [G] , [TW] , and [Y] . Atallah, Cole, and Goodrich [ACG] , [G] presented an O(log n) time algorithm for computing the trapezoidal decomposition on a PRAM with O(n) processors (and O(n log n) space). As a consequence of Theorem 2, we obtain Corollary 2. For a set of n disjoint line segments, the trapezoidal map can be computed on a hypercube with n processors in time O(Iog2n). Yap [Y] has shown that on a PRAM with O(n) processors (and O(n log n) space), the trianeulation of a simple polygon (see [TW] ) can be computed in time O(log n) by essentially applying two calls of the trapezoidal map algorithm (of [ACG] , [G] 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a general technique for implementing standard data structures on a hypercube multiprocessor.
A paradigm frequently used for the design of efficient PRAM algorithms is to use well established standard data structures in a parallel environment by executing (in parallel) a linear number of independant search processes on these structures. We have shown that this paradigm can atso be efficiently applied to hypercube multiprocessors for the class of data structures that can be represented by ordered h-level graphs. This follows from an algorithm presented here that solves the m-way search problem for ordered h-level graphs with n nodes and s sources on a hypercube multiprocessor of size N, N=max{n,m}, in time O(min{s log N, Iog2N} + h log N).
We applied this method to the implemention of a segment tree for next element search on a hypercube, and showed that our approach provides an O(Iog2n) time hypercube algorithm for the next element search problem. As a consequence of this result, we also obtained O(log2n) time solutions to the planar (multiple) point location problem, the trapezoidal map construction problem, and the triangulation problem.
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